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Does your agency conduct any random reviews of employee personal 
social network sites?  Should this be done?  When would it be 
reasonable to conduct such an inquiry?  What would be a reasonable 
investigative method if such an inquiry were done during an 
administrative investigation? 
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The topic I have chosen is social network sites and if your department should conduct random reviews 

of employees personal sites. Also when would it be reasonable to conduct an inquiry and how should such an 

inquiry be handled in an administrative investigation. 

I believe the answer to this question is, “Yes”. If you do a google search on this topic there is a plethora 

of information out there. Departments seem to go back and forth on this issue, same goes for our court system. 

The Ohio Supreme Court has held that law enforcement officers are held to a higher standard of conduct and 

may be terminated for conduct that may not otherwise be serious in another office setting.i Petersburg, Va. a 

three judge panel of the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Virginia ruled (Dec. 2016) that the Petersburg 

Police Department’s social media policy is unconstitutional and violated officers’ first amendment rights.ii It 

seems that nobody really knows what to do about this issue. 

If an officer posts something on social media that becomes questionable, then it is easy for the general 

public to attack that officer’s character. That in turn puts the officer’s integrity and creditably on the line and can 

affect any investigations that officer is involved in, damaging the officer’s reputation.iii Especially if that officer 

is wearing his/her department uniform. Some of these posts have caused officers to lose their jobs, like here in 

Colorado, were a Boulder Police officer shoots a trophy bull elk in an upscale neighborhood. Then takes 

pictures with the elk like he is on some big game hunting trip and posts those pictures to social media.ivNow 

that officer also broke multiple state laws, some felonies, along with department policies and procedures. 
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Departments should be able to conduct random reviews of personal sites at any point in time. Some 

may say this violates their constitutional rights, if you post something on social media you have to know these 

postings are no longer private. Social media sites are hacked all the time and thing are 

released without the person’s consent. A department has a responsibility to maintain citizens trust and to 

uphold the laws set forth in a professional manner at all times. If a department has an officer that posts 

something that reflects a negative outlook on the department it should be handled accordingly. I am not saying 

the officer should be fired for a momentary lack in judgment unless it’s criminal. In part of the guiding principles 

for the Denver Sheriff Department it states: 

Ethics: We set positive examples in both our personal and professional lives, and consistently behave 

in accordance with the highest standards expected of the law enforcement community. 

Integrity: We demonstrate the highest standards of honesty and accountability in both our personal and 

professional lives. 

Our department does not do random inquiries into personal social media sites unless there is an 

internal investigation and there may be evidence that is pertinent to the case. It all comes down to a person’s 

moral compass, right before you post something on social media does that little voice in your head ask? If I 

post this will it get me in trouble, in police work we call that a clue, the answer should be yes! If one of your 

fellow officers see you getting ready to post something and they ask, Do you think that is a good idea? Most 

definitely do not post it! 
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